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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, KHARAGPUR 
Date: 15 Apr 2013 AN, Time: 3 Hrs, Full Marks: 50, No. of Students: 121, Dept. : ECE, 3rd Yr. B. Tech (H), 

Spring Semester End-term Exam, Sub. No.: EC31004, Sub. Name: VLSI Engineering 
Instructions: 

• Answer ALL questions. 
• All sketches I diagrams must be neatly drawn and clearly labeled. 

• Answers must be brief and to the point. Partial credit will be awarded for correct attempt. 

• For every problem, start your answer from a new page. Avoid writing answers of the various parts of a single 
question at different locations of your answer-script. 

• For any parameter, if you do not find the value(s) for the parameter(s) given with the problem, assume suitable 
value of the parameter and solve the problem. 

(Ql) DC voltage transfer characteristics: Refer to Figure 1. A DC input is applied to v,N and is varied from 0 V to 
V00• For simplicity, ignore channel-length modulation here and answer the following. CL = 1 pF. 

(l.a) Find output-high voltage'(VoH), output-low voltage (VOL). 
(l.b) Find the inverter switching threshold voltage (V1). 

(l.c) Find the maximum value of the static power dissipation that can occu.r in the circuit and show/derive for 
which value ofVrN the maximum static power consumption occurs. 

(l.d) Plot lop (PMOS drain current) vs. v,N, as v,N varies from 0 V to V00. Show the values of lop for VrN = { 0 V, Vr0 , 

0.5 Voo, Voo- I Vrp I, Voo and V,} in the plot. 
(l.e) What should be the ratio of (W/Lln I (W/L)p for having V1 = 0.5 V00? 

(Q2) Small-signal characteristics: Refer to Figure 1. V,N = 0.5 Voo + 1 mv sin(2n. fin. t). Assume CL = 1 pF, unless 
specifically mentioned to be otherwise for a part of the question. 

(2.a) Draw the small-signal equivalent circuit at low frequency, showing all the small-signal parameter values. 
(2.b) Find the expression of the small-signal voltage gain at low frequency in terms of the small signal 

parameters. Find its value. 
(2.c) Draw the small-signal equivalent circuit at high frequency, showing illJ. the small-signal parasitic capacitance 

(cgd, cgs, cdb, csb) and parasitic resistances of each transistor. 
(2.d) Find the -3dB cut-off frequency (f3ds,LOAo) applying suitable approximations I simplifications for the parasitic 

capacitances and the parasitiNesistances at the given biasing and input/output loading condition. 
(2.e) Now, assume CL = 0 pF (i.e. load is made open-circuit) and find the -3dB cut-off frequency (f3d8). 

(2.f) Derive the expression for short-circuit current gain (iout I iin) at high-frequency as a function of small-signal 
parameters and, where output node is an AC-short. 
Find the frequency (f0), where short-circuit current-gain is unity (i.e. 1.0 [A/A]). 

(Q3) Large-signal characteristics: Refer to Figure 1. A rail-to-rail (0 V to V00) square waveform with Tperiod = 111s, 
duty-cycle=50%, rise-time = 0 ps and fall-time = 0 ps is applied to VrN· For simplicity, ignore the channel 
length modulation parameter here and answer the following. 

(3.a} Assume CL = 0 pF (i.e. load is made open-circuit). Calculate the effective Cour for large signal operation. 
(3.b) Assume CL = 1 pF. Find the propagation delay high-to-low (tPLH) and low-to-high (tPHd· 
(3.c) Assume CL = 1 pF. What should be the ratio of (W/L)n I (W/L)p for having two propagation delay values, tPLH 

and tPHLI equal? 
(3.d) Assume CL = 1 pF. What should be the ratio of (W/L)n I (W/L)p for having the ratio tLH I tHL = 2/1? 

Where, tLH is defined as the rise-time of Vour from 0.25 V0o up to 0. 75 V0o and tHL is defined for the fall-time 

ofV0 urfrom 0.75 Voo down to 0.25 Voo· 
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(Q4) IC Fabrication: Refer to Figure 1. Show the fabrication steps starting from Metal1 interconnect layer ending 
in Metal2 interconnect layer formation. All Metal-to-Metal vias use aluminum plugs. For each step: 
(4.a) show along the dotted line m-m', the cross-section of the die fabricated up to that step and the cross- [21 

section of the corresponding photolithography mask; lif no mask is used for a given step, also indicate that. 
[2) 

(4.b) show along the dotted line n-n', the cross-section of the die fabricated up to that step and the cross-section 
of the corresponding photolithography mask; if no mask is used for a given step, also indicate that. 

(4.c) show the top-view of the corresponding photolithography mask; if no mask is used for a given step, also [21 
indicate that. 
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Figure 1. The top-view of the physical design of a CMOS inverter I push-pull amplifier in an IC 

Fundamental I material parameters: q = 1.6 x l0"19[C], VrH = kTiq = 26 [mV] at 300 K, n; = 1.5 x 10
10 I cm

3 

Process parameters: n-well process with V00 = 1.8 [V], Min channel length= 180 [nm], Cox= 5 [ fF I 11m
2

], 

Doping density: Np-sub = 1016 I cm
3

, Nn-well = 1.2 X 10
16 I cm

3 

Field-oxide encroachment of into channel, D.W = D.L"" 0 IJ.m. 

Process transconductance parameters: kn. = 100 [ ~-tA/V2 ], kp' = 40 [ ~-tA/V2 ], 

Threshold voltage: Vrn = 450 [mV], Vrp = -450 [mV], 

Channel length modulation parameter: An= A-p = 0.1 [ v-1
], 

Body-bias parameter for threshold voltage: Yn = yP = 0.4 [ V o.s ], 
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Overlap capacitance: CGson = CGsop = 0.4 [ fF I Jlm ), CGoon = CGoop = 0.2 [ fF I 11m ], CGson = CGsop = 0.2 [ fF I Jlm], 

Bottom-wall capacitance: Cion = Ciop = 1.0 [ fF I Jlm
2 

], mi = 0.5, <Pop= <Pop"" 1.0 V; 

Side-wall capacitance: Ciswn = Ciswp = 0.2 [ fF I 11m }, misw = 0.3; <!>swn = <!>swp"' 1.0 V; 

Interconnect fringe-cap"" 0 fF I Jlm, Interconnect area-cap"" 0 fF I 11m
2 

Sheet resistance values: n+ I p+ diffusion: 100 .Q I 0; silicided Poly-Si: ~ 0 .Q I 0; Metall, Metal2: ~ 0 .Q I 0; n-well: lk 

.Q I 0; p-substrate: 1.2k .Q I 0; Contact (From Metall to Poiy-Si/n+lp+) .resistance:~ 0 .Q; Via resistance (Metall·to 

Metal2): ~ 0 .Q; 

Physical design parameters: For each finger of the transistor, Wchannell Lchannel =211m I l.IJ.m. Worain = Wsource =211m. 

Contact dimension 0.5 11m x 0.5 IJ.m, placed at the center of the poly-Si I n+ I p+ regions. Fan-out capacitance is 

lumped as single load capacitance, CL 




